
Our overall mission is to become an entrepreneur in the

conveyancing field, to deliver a stress free atmosphere

for clientele to experience when choosing Ezystep

Conveyancing. We’re a family focused business that

understands in the average household, your schedule is

not always set in concrete. We opt to eliminate the

hassle of limited hours to enquire, to provide an

efficient range of services accessible to our clients 7

days a week, offering cost-effective services to

maximise our availability to a broad spectrum of

customers. 

A conveyancing transaction typically involves

significant amounts of money being transferred

between multiple parties. A licensed

conveyancer works in your best interests to

ensure the integrity of the transaction. You can

be completely confident your conveyancing

transaction is being handled by a licensed

conveyancing professional, with best practice

legal knowledge, skills and expertise. You can

rest assure your conveyancing transaction is

accurate and secure, backed by a professional

association as well as added consumer

protections in the form of professional

indemnity insurance and a fidelity fund.

Ezystep Conveyancing is a locally owned business operated by Jamie-lee

Carragher. Our objective is to provide a convenient and educated standard of

service that is based around the life changing involvement of selling or purchasing

a home. Jamie-Lee and her  team of three licensed conveyancers are members of

the Australian Institute of Conveyancers which means you can rely on their

outstanding knowledge and specialist training that they engage in compulsory

professional development programs and hold indemnity insurance for professional

protection. This integrity is sealed with over fifteen years of experience assisting in

conveyancing matters.
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EZYSTEP CONVEYANCING 
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WHY USE A CONVEYANCER?

1, 313 MAIN ROAD, TOUKLEY NSW 2263                                                                  02 4396 4895

470 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, BELMONT NSW 2280                                                         02 4067 9871

EXPERIENCED, REPUTABLE,  LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED

WHY CHOSE EZYSTEP?

WHAT CAN WE OFFER?

We provide competitive fixed fee so you know exactly

what your conveyancing will cost upfront. We pride

ourselves with exceptional customer service and offer

after hour services, we also offer a Justice of the

Peace service for your convenience. We can assist you

with any property law in the whole of New South

Wales.

We not only provide you with service that is

second to none but promise to make this a

stress free as possible experience and will

keep you update to date throughout the whole

process by emails, telephone calls and SMS

and correspondence. Available 24/7.

www.ezystepconveyancing.net.au                                                        info@ezystepconveyancing.net.au

https://www.instagram.com/ezystepconveyancing/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/Ezystep-Conveyancing-472410752810961/
https://au.linkedin.com/company/ezystep-conveyancing-pty-ltd

